The Ancient Grain for
Modern Life—Our
mission is to promote
organic agriculture
and support organic
farmers, to increase
diversity of crops and
diets and to protect
the heritage of a high
quality, delicious ancient grain for the
benefit of this and
future generations.

July 2015

UPCOMING EVENTS
May 1-Oct. 31, 2015
EXPO Milano 2015, Milan,
Italy, Biodiversity Park,
(Bob Quinn hosts featured
guests Oct. 18-19 at 11
am, 1 pm and 3 pm.)
Sept. 8-10, 2015
National Heirloom
Exposition, Santa Rosa,
CA
Sept. 12-15, 30, 2015
SANA Expo, Bologna, Italy
Sept. 16-20, 2015

Natural Products Expo
East, Baltimore, MD *
Sept. 17-20, 2015

CHFA East, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, Booth
#102
Dec. 5-7, 2015

Montana Organic
Association Conference, Bozeman, MT *

"This is the most beautiful and most important place in Expo. Organic means biodiversity of
crops and seeds, a treasure of opportunities to face the global climate change. Organic
means work in the farms and creative work for young people, in contrast to industrial agriculture and it means family farming business, enhancement of territories, recognition of the
role of women in the production and preparation of food".— Vandana Shiva, opening
speech of the Biodiversity Park. Photo courtesy of Expo Milano 2015
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EXPO Milan 2015: KAMUT® Khorasan Wheat is There!
The KAMUT® brand is present at EXPO Milan 2015 within the Certification andServices area of the Organic Pavilion in the Biodiversity Park. The exhibit features
an animated infographic that tells about the story, origin, quality, and guaranties of
the KAMUT® trademark.
The KAMUT® trademark establishes a traceable chain that preserves and promotes KAMUT® brand khorasan: a healthy, tasty, and exclusively organically
grown wheat. These values connect KAMUT® khorasan wheat directly to the
main theme of EXPO Milan 2015 "Feeding the Planet. Energy for Life" and that
motivate the presence of the brand in one of the most important events of the
year about food, innovation, and sustainability.
Bob Quinn, President and founder of Kamut International, said: "I believe in the
future of organic agriculture. I believe organic agriculture is not just a way to feed
the world; it is THE way to feed the world. Because organic agriculture has the
potential of increasing yields in the developing world by 2 to 2.5 times, it holds the
greatest potential for producing enough food to feed the people who live there.
At the same time, because organic agriculture produces the healthiest most nutritious food available, it holds the best hope for the developed countries of the
world to improve the health of their citizens and to avoid bankruptcies by reversing the every-increasing amount of chronic disease and the cost required for
health care. Organic agriculture is by definition as well as necessity both regenerative and sustainable. As an organic farmer of 30 years, I have found organic farming
to be scientifically sound, profitable, satisfying, and fun and see more interest in it
all the time. For all of the above reasons, we are proud and happy to be part of
the Biodiversity Park, the only space dedicated to organic at the Expo, and we
hope to help the promotion of this wonderful trend.”
Products made with KAMUT® khorasan wheat made by different licensed manufacturers are on display and for sale in many areas of Expo Milano 2015: in the
Biomarket within the Biodiversity Park, in the Cluster of Cereals and Tubers, in
the Coop supermarket and in the pavilion "Cibus is Italy.”
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Continued from page 2.
COOKING
CLASS
All visitors of EXPO
Milano were invited
to attend a series of
free cooking workshops between July
23 and 26 in the Biodiversity Park to “get
their hands dirty"
and to deepen their
knowledge of the
nutritional benefits of KAMUT® khorasan wheat and how easy is its use in the
kitchen.
The workshops were hosted by the staff of Kamut Enterprises of Europe and in
partnership with Gruppo Ethos Ristoranti Italiani in Milan. Chef Massimo Rovagnati guided the preparation of the recipe of the day made with KAMUT® khorasan wheat flour including: KAMUT® khorasan wheat “Fagottini” (ravioli) stuffed
with Jerusalem artichoke, sheep
cheese and mint, KAMUT® khorasan wheat and potato gnocchi with anchovy and
ginger flavored butter, KAMUT® khorasan wheat “Maltagliati” (pasta) with buffalo
burrata and fresh tomato and basil, and KAMUT® khorasan wheat Spätzle sautéed with Tyrolean bacon and sage.
From July 20 to 26, in concert with the workshops at Expo, all six restaurants of
Gruppo Ethos in and near Milano hosted the “KAMUT® Fest – Expo
edition” with a special menu based on KAMUT® Khorasan wheat . The chefs of
Gruppo Ethos celebrated the ancient grain using it in the preparation of pasta
dishes and some desserts. At all restaurants you can enjoy KAMUT® pizza, made
with 100% KAMUT® khorasan wheat flour, yeast free and available with 96 possible toppings.

Bob Quinn Hosts Guests October 18-19

Bob Quinn will host six well known guests during interviews at the Milan Expo
October 18 & 19. The interviews will take the form of a TV talk show featuring
discussions between Bob and his guests and will also involve interaction and questions from the audience. The events will occur at 11 am, 1 pm & 3 pm each day
and will feature a difference guest for each of the hour long sessions. The event
will take place in the Biodiversity Park Theater which can hold up to 200 people
and simultaneous translations will be available. Everyone is invited to attend.
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SPOTLIGHT ON KAMUT® Brand Khorasan Wheat User:
Montana Horizons Organic Snacks
Montana Horizons Organic Snacks Featuring Kracklin' KAMUT® Ancient Grain
Snack is open for business in Big Sandy, MT! Bob Quinn had an idea for a crunchy
ancient grain snack over 35 years ago while he was a Ph.D. student at the University of California - Davis. While studying, he read on the back of a Corn
Nuts® package that the product was made from a giant corn variety. Always the
entrepreneur, he immediately recalled the yet unnamed giant wheat he had come
across in high school at a county fair and called up the Corn Nuts® company to
gauge their interest. Initial interest was expressed, but after learning the entire
supply could currently be contained in a few mason jars, the company’s interest
quickly faded.
For the past 30 years Bob built the KAMUT® Brand and tried (with little success) to find a manufacturer for this delicious snack alternative. Quinn finally decided to stop waiting and do it himself! It’s been a long time coming, but Kracklin'
KAMUT® Ancient Grain Snack is now being produced by Quinn’s new company, Montana Horizon Organic Snacks which opened its doors in June.
The final product includes, Montana homegrown KAMUT® khorasan ancient
wheat, cooked in organic high oleic safflower oil from The Oil Barn and sprinkled
with sea salt powder from ancient caves in Utah. The company repurposed an
old bakery in Big Sandy and Caleb Kriser runs operations. Right now, the company is working on distribution in Montana, but they have big plans for the future.
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Rebecca Rossi, Regional Director – Promotion, Italy, and Spain provides Chef
Massimo Rovagnati’s Italian recipe for fresh maltagliati pasta made with
KAMUT® Brand khorasan wheat flour. Visit the Kamut International Facebook page to see photos of cooking workshop participants making pasta at
the EXPO Milan 2015 Organic Pavilion in the Biodiversity Park.

RECIPE: KAMUT® Brand Khorasan Wheat Maltagliati with
Kamut International
PO Box 4903
Missoula, MT 59806
Phone: 406-251-9418
Fax: 406-251-9420
Toll Free: 1-800-644-6450
www.kamut.com

Buffalo Burrata and Fresh Tomato and Basil
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500 g (about 3 ¾ Cups) KAMUT® Khorasan Wheat Flour
150-200 ml (about ¾ Cup) Water
300 g (about 1 ¾ Cups) Tomatoes, chopped
250 g (about 1 Cup) Buffalo Mozzarella, cut in pieces
6 Leaves of Basil
Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Salt, Pepper
In a medium sized bowl, make a mound of flour with a well, add a pinch of salt, and add
water little by little.
Mix the flour, salt, water mixture until you have a uniform dough. On a floured pastry
cloth, roll the dough with a rolling pin until you have a 2mm (1/8 inch) pasta sheet. Using a knife, cut the dough in strips. Do not worry about the regularity of these strips!
In Italian, “Maltagliati” literally means “roughly cut,” because it’s a shape of pasta made
from scraps or irregular pieces, usually left over after other fresh pastas have been
made.
Cut the tomatoes and cook it in a pan with olive oil, salt, and pepper.
In another pan, cook the maltagliati in boiling salted water.
It cooks in just 3 minutes!
Strain the maltagliati and mix it with the tomatoes.
Serve the pasta on plates and at the last minute top with the mozzarella (cut in small
pieces) and the basil. Serves 6.
Buon appetito!
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